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Market Summary:
NYSE
Nasdaq
Dow
S&P500
Russell2000
Nasdaq100

6,073.02
1,960.30
9,782.46
1,058.20
546.51
1,424.30

Chart of the Week:
+4.25
+7.00
+2.89
-0.25
+1.20
+4.20

+0.07%
+0.36%
+0.03%
-0.02%
+0.22%
+0.30%

The Big Picture:

International Securities Exchange devised a new contrary
sentiment gauge: The ISE Sentiment Index (ISEE).
ISEE is more than a mere put/call ratio. It distinguishes between
options bought by investors from those sold (the motivations are
very different)
New Contrary Indicator: ISEE

Seasonality Revisited
Last week, we made reference to the historical Seasonality
factors impacting Thanksgiving week trading. The feedback
this generated made us want to revisit this issue in more
detail. There seem to be some misconceptions about these
Seasonal factors, both over the short term (Santa Claus
Rally) and over longer periods of time (Presidential Cycles).
There are several thoughts you should keep in mind when
considering Seasonality:
1) Statistics Are Not Guarantees: Seasonality issues take
past market history, and generate a statistical probability –
not a guarantee – of future performance. Example: we
noted last week that about 65% of the time, the days
before and after Thanksgiving are net positive ones for the
market. It goes without saying (although perhaps not) that
about 1/3 of the time, the markets have closed negatively.
Certainly, that’s a nice statistical edge to have, its by no
means a sure thing.
2) “Is seasonality working at present?” Look to the
immediately prior period for strong clues as to whether any
expected seasonality is likely to prevail. For example, the
common expectation is to “Sell in May, then go away.” But
that presumes the November to April period – the strongest
6 months of the year – performed to expectations. Since we
didn’t see that this year, and the market had a serious sell
off, and a rally off the lows 2 months prior to May, the odds
for “Sell in May” working in 2003 was very low in our
opinion (we mentioned this back in May). Anticipating when
seasonality factors will fail is key. Conversely, some cyclical
factors can confirm future market action. We previously
discussed that the mid-term year of a Presidential cycle
tends to be when market lows occur. That happened in
2002, and provides validation for another cyclical
phenomena: the 4th year of Presidential Cycle tends to be
when markets peak. It’s a moderate probability bet that the
market may top out sometime mid-2004.
3) “Will expected Seasonality Continue Working?”
There are some aspects of the calendar based trading that
seem to work most years: Consider “The January effect,”
where small caps outperform large caps the first month of
the year. Based on calendar tax selling before the year’s
end, there’s little reason to think that this will not happen
this year.
4) “Has Seasonality become too widely anticipated?”
There are some issues – like the Santa Clause Rally – that
have become well known – perhaps too well known. Traders
position themselves in front of the expected activity. Thus,
the Santa Claus Rally may come early this year.
Understanding how and why these factors work will improve
your investment performance.

Source: Barrons
ISEE data focuses only on calls and puts bought by customers.
According to Barron’s, “That includes everyone from individuals
to hedge funds and money managers, but excludes professional
traders like market makers and the proprietary trading desks of
Wall Street firms, whose option transactions often have no
directional bias and are undertaken to hedge decisions in other
markets.” This new contrary indicator will be worth watching.

Economic Calendar:
MON 12/1
10:00 Construction Spending
10:00 ISM Mfg Index
TUE 12/2
7:45 BTM-UBSW Store Sales
WED 12/3
8:30 Productivity and Costs
10:00 ISM Non-Mfg Index

THU 12/4
7:00 BOE Announcement
7:45 ECB Announcement
8:30 Jobless Claims
FRI 12/5
8:30 Employment Situation
10:00 Factory Orders

Random Items:
Why Americans Must Keep Spending
Dollar decline raises new concern for US
Japan boom may be only false dawn, critics warn
No Basking in 'Black Friday' Glory
The riddle of the bonds
The Bubble of American Supremacy
Quote : “A word to the wise is enough; for it is true, we may give
Advice, but we cannot give Conduct.” -Benjamin Franklin
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